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ASK OUR PATRONS
if they are satisfied with their treatment and if they
could reasonably expect better. An old customer of:
this bank is a satisfied one.

THE SAN JUAN COUNTY BANK -'.
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FRESH, CLEAN, UP-TO-DATE STOCK of

GROCERIES
-

WE ALSO HAVE A NICE LINE OF

DRY GOODS AND GENTS' FURNISHINGS
courteous treatment and right prices
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Firs t: A good, influential banking connection is abso- ; .
! «ely essential to the proper condnct of any business or
enterprise, public or private. , Second: We have ample /resources
to guarantee the
safety of all deposits at all times, v Our methods are pro-^^i
but thoroughly conservative; we ta*e noUnneC"t
essary risk.
Third: Our experience and bnsiness judgment- enables
us to furnish our patrons intelligent advice in regard to.
this
and other business matters. Patrons.of
.7L
b^nk are invited to consult with any of its officers.
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Why THIS BANK should be YOUR BANK
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NATIONAL BANK

Bellingham, Washington.
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Are We Fortunate?

NICKLEWARE
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Farm Institutes
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ROGERS "47" SILVERWARE
CUTLERY AND TOOLS
ENAMEL AND
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! MAKE YOUR PURCHASES EARLY AND AVOID THE RUSH
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Our Clubbing Offer
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When you call you will find a pleasant store,
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